Form for Inclusion in the Schedule Announcement for the Program in Psychiatry and the Law Meeting

Instructions to Presenters

PIPATL meets via ZOOM on Wednesdays from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM EST. Presenters need to complete this form and email it to mark.kevin@psychiatry.com. We will add your talk to the upcoming meeting list on the website after submission of this completed form.

Before the meeting, please share your slides with Mitsi White at mitzi_white@hms.harvard.edu.

Anticipated Date of Presentation:

Presenter:
Degree:
Academic Affiliation:
Contact telephone:
Contact email address:
Title of talk:
Blurb (description of presentation):

PIPATL Sponsor for outside presentations:

Examples of how to fill in the information

Date: May 30, 2018
Person: Richard Sobel
Degree: Ed.D.
Academic Affiliation: HU, PIPATL
Contact telephone: 617-497-1736
Contact email address: rsobel@hms.harvard.edu
Title of talk: "Legal Aggression: In travel and domestic spheres."
Blurb: As recent changes in TSA procedures and the front page NYT series on courts abetting landlord aggressiveness against long standing residents, established institutions have increased their perpetration of aggressiveness of their "legal" tactics against people and humanistic values. How are these related to cause and effect of the current triumphal era, what are the implications for the health of the persons and the body politics, and what can be done about them by individuals and institutions aiming to uphold healthier and more just values? An opening dialogue.